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Recently I spent a day doing what I do, field geology in the high desert of central New Mexico. It was
simply a gorgeous day: sunny; blue skies; light breezes; and mild temperatures.
And in mid-May, the spring wildflower bloom was full on.
The more that I looked at more than the rocks the more flowers that I saw. I invite you to view the collage
of photos my field assistant took on this very special day in the field.
Let’s start with a few cacti; first a common prickly pear in our part of the Southwest:

The ubiquitous cane cholla:

Next a very spiny hedgehog in full glory:

A pencil cholla; they bloom in June:

This club cholla was just ready to bloom:

The creosote bush reaches its northern range about 30 miles south of Albuquerque:

An unidentified shrub:

Now for some flowers that I can identify. First is globe mallow:

Camphor weed:

Indian paintbrush:

New Mexico evening primrose:

A variety of bladderpod:

Bluebowls:

This is a common daisy in the New Mexico desert; I am unsure of the variety:

Scorpion weed is restricted to gypsum outcrops of Permian age in this part of central New Mexico:

Prairie verbena:

Organ Mountain lockspur:

Here are four that I do not know. If you can help, please email me: contact@mercenarygeologist.com.
An unknown succulent in bloom:

The endless cerulean skies of the Land of Enchantment seem a fitting end to our pictorial:

I hope you have enjoyed our New Mexico springtime photos as much as we enjoyed a day in the desert.

Ciao for now,
Mickey Fulp
Mercenary Geologist

Acknowledgment: Kirsty B. Hogg is the official photographer of MercenaryGeologist.com. Thanks to
subscriber Randy Mudge, who identified three of the wild flowers shown above.
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